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Abstract
We obtain a (5+1)-dimensional global flat embedding of the Gibbons-
Maeda-Garfinkle-Horowitz-Strominger spacetime in Einstein frame, and
a (5+2)-dimensional global flat embedding in string frame. We show
that the local free-fall temperatures for freely falling observers in each
frames are finite at the event horizons, while the local temperatures for
fiducial observers are divergent. We also observe that the local free-fall
temperatures differ between the two frames.
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1 Introduction
Hawking discovered that a black hole emits thermal radiation with character-
istic Hawking temperature TH as seen by asymptotic observers [1]. The local
temperature measured by a fiducial observer at a finite distance from a black
hole is then described by the Tolman temperature [2]
TFID =
TH√
−gµνξµξν
, (1.1)
where ξµ is a timelike Killing vector. Later, Unruh [3] showed that a uniformly
accelerated observer in flat spacetime, with proper acceleration a, will detect
thermal radiation at the Unruh temperature
TU =
a
2pi
. (1.2)
These two effects are related, i.e., the Hawking effect for a fiducial observer in
a black hole spacetime can be considered as the Unruh effect for a uniformly
accelerated observer in a higher dimensional global embedding Minkowskian
spacetime (GEMS). After confirming these ideas in an analysis of de Sit-
ter (dS) [4] and anti-de Sitter (AdS) spacetimes [5] and their corresponding
GEMSs, Deser and Levin [7] have shown that the GEMS approach provides a
unified derivation of temperature for Ban˜ados-Teitelboim-Zanelli, Schwarzschild-
AdS(-dS), and Reissner-Nordstro¨m (RN) spacetimes. These results have since
been extended to a wide variety of curved spacetimes [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13,
14, 15, 16], and also see references therein. Recently, Brynjolfsson and Thor-
lacius [17] have used the GEMS approach to define a local temperature for a
freely falling observer outside Schwarzschild(-AdS) and RN spacetimes, and we
have extended the results to RN-AdS spacetime [18]. In particular, here a lo-
cal free-fall temperature is defined at special turning points of radial geodesics
where a freely falling observer is momentarily at rest with respect to a black
hole. It was shown that the local free-fall temperature approaches the Hawking
temperature at spatial infinity, while it remains finite at the event horizon.
On the other hand, the spherically symmetric static charged black hole
solution in low energy effective theory of heterotic string theory in four di-
mension was found by Gibbons, Maeda [19], and independently, by Garfinkle,
Horowitz, Strominger [20], by turning antisymmetric tensor gauge fields off,
from now on refereed to as the Gibbons-Maeda-Garfinkle-Horowitz-Strominger
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(GMGHS) solution. See also [21, 22, 23, 24]. After these works, there were
enormous interests in the spherically symmetric static charged black holes [25,
26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34] and see also references therein. In particular,
this GMGHS black hole spacetime can be described by the solutions either
in Einstein or string frames. In Einstein frame, the action is in the form of
the Einstein-Hilbert action, while in string frame strings directly couple to the
metric of e2φgµν where e
2φ is a conformal factor and gµν is the Einstein met-
ric. Even though the solutions in the two frames are related by a conformal
transformation so that they are mathematically isomorphic to each other [35],
however, there are differences in some of the physical properties of the black
hole solutions in the two frames [36].
In this paper, we wish to study the GEMSs of the GMGHS black hole
spacetimes both in the Einstein and string frames, and investigate how differ-
ent GEMS embeddings are in the two frames. The GEMS approach is also
important on its own, since it gives a powerful tool that simplifies the study
of black hole physics by working instead, but equivalently, in an accelerated
frame in a higher dimensional flat spacetime. In section 2, we briefly review
the structure of the GEMS of the curved Schwarzschild and RN spacetimes,
and their local free-fall temperatures. In section 3, we apply this GEMS ap-
proach to the charged GMGHS black hole spacetimes in the Einstein frame.
In section 4, we also embed both the magnetically and electrically charged
GMGHS black hole spacetimes in the string frame into higher-dimensional
flat spacetimes, and find their local free-fall temperatures. Our conclusions
are drawn in section 5.
2 Schwarzschild and RN spacetimes
2.1 Schwarzschild spacetime
The Schwarzschild spacetime described by the metric
ds2 = −
(
1− 2M
r
)
dt2 +
(
1− 2M
r
)−1
dr2 + r2(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2) (2.1)
can be embedded into a (5+1)-dimensional Minkowskian spacetime
ds2 = ηIJz
IzJ (2.2)
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with a metric ηIJ = diag(−1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1). Explicitly, the (5+1)-dimensional
Minkowskian spacetime is given by the transformations [37]
z0 =
1
kH
√
1− 2M
r
sinh(kHt), (2.3)
z1 =
1
kH
√
1− 2M
r
cosh(kHt), (2.4)
z2 =
∫
dr
√
2M(r2 + 2Mr + 4M2)
r3
, (2.5)
z3 = r sin θ cosφ, (2.6)
z4 = r sin θ sinφ, (2.7)
z5 = r cos θ. (2.8)
Note that kH(=
1
4M
) is the surface gravity and the event horizon rH is 2M . An
observer, who is uniformly accelerated in the (5+1)-dimensional flat spacetime,
follows a hyperbolic trajectory described by proper acceleration
a−26 = (z
1)2 − (z0)2 = 16M2
(
1− 2M
r
)
. (2.9)
Thus, as was shown by Unruh [3], the Unruh temperature can be read as
TU =
a6
2pi
=
1
8piM
√
1− 2M
r
. (2.10)
In fact, this corresponds to the local temperature measured by a fiducial ob-
server at a finite distance from the black hole, also called the fiducial temper-
ature
TFID =
TH√−g00
, (2.11)
where the Hawking temperature TH measured by an asymptotic observer is
TH =
1
8piM
. (2.12)
As results, the Hawking effect for a fiducial observer in the black hole spacetime
can be said to be the Unruh effect for a uniformly accelerated observer in a
higher-dimensional flat spacetime.
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Now, consider a freely falling observer who is dropped from rest at r = r0
and at τ = 0. For a freely falling observer, there are turning points [17] of
radial geodesics where a freely falling observer is momentarily at rest with
respect to black holes. Making use of the orbit equations [18]
dt
dτ
=
√
f(r0)
f(r)
,
dr
dτ
= −
√
f(r0)− f(r), with f(r) = 1−
2M
r
, (2.13)
one can obtain the a˜6 acceleration given by
(a˜6)
2 =
r3 + 2Mr2 + 4M2r + 8M3
16M2r3
. (2.14)
Taking the local free-fall temperature
TFFAR =
a˜6
2pi
(2.15)
measured by the freely falling observer at rest (FFAR) to be the local Unruh
temperature, one obtains
TFFAR =
1
8piM
√
r3 + 2Mr2 + 4M2r + 8M3
r3
, (2.16)
which is reduced to the Hawking temperature TH at infinity. It is important
to note that the local free-fall temperature at the event horizon is finite as
TFFAR = 2TH , while the local temperature TFID (2.11) for the fiducial observer
diverges as r → rH .
2.2 RN spacetime
In order to embed the charged RN black hole given by
ds2 = −
(
1− 2M
r
+
Q2
r2
)
dt2 +
(
1− 2M
r
+
Q2
r2
)−1
dr2 + r2(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2),
(2.17)
into the higher dimensional flat spacetime, one needs to introduce one more
time dimension, compared with the GEMS embedding of the Schwarzschild
spacetime. As a result, the embedded flat spacetime is described by the (5+2)-
dimensional Minkowskian spacetime
ds2 = ηIJz
IzJ (2.18)
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with a metric ηIJ = diag(−1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1,−1) given by the transformations [7, 8]
z0 =
1
kH
√
1− 2M
r
+
Q2
r2
sinh(kHt), (2.19)
z1 =
1
kH
√
1− 2M
r
+
Q2
r2
cosh(kHt), (2.20)
z2 =
∫
dr
√√√√ 2Mr2 + r2H(r + rH)
r2(r −M +√M2 −Q2) , (2.21)
z3 = r sin θ cosφ, (2.22)
z4 = r sin θ sin φ, (2.23)
z5 = r cos θ, (2.24)
z6 =
∫
dr
√√√√ Q2r4H
r4(M2 −Q2) , (2.25)
where rH(= M+
√
M2 −Q2) denotes the outer horizon and the surface gravity
is kH =
√
M2 −Q2/r2H . Note that since z6 → 0 in the Q → 0 limit, the
transformations are reduced to the Schwarzschild ones.
For an uniformly accelerating observer, the a7-acceleration is given by
a−2
7
=
r4H
M2 −Q2
(
1− 2M
r
+
Q2
r2
)
, (2.26)
and thus the fiducial temperature corresponding to the Unruh one is read as
TFID =
√
M2 −Q2
2pir2H
√
1− 2M
r
+ Q
2
r2
. (2.27)
Then, one can obtain the Hawking temperature TH by taking r →∞ as
TH =
√
M2 −Q2
2pir2H
. (2.28)
On the other hand, for the RN black hole, the local free-fall temperature seen
by a freely falling observer is given by
TFFAR =
1
2pir2H
√√√√(M2 −Q2)(r3 + rHr2 + r2Hr + r3H)
r2(r −M +√M2 −Q2) −
Q2r4H
r4
, (2.29)
which is reduced to the local free-fall temperature TFFAR of the Schwarzschild
black hole in Eq. (2.16) in the Q = 0 limit [17, 18].
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3 GMGHS spacetime in Einstein frame
Now, let us start with the GMGHS action [20] in the Einstein frame
S =
∫
d4x
√−g
(
R− 2(∇φ)2 − e−2φFµνF µν
)
, (3.1)
where R is the scalar curvature, φ is a dilaton, and Fµν is the Maxwell field.
Spherically symmetric static charged solutions [20, 21, 22, 23, 24] to equations
of motion of the action (3.1) are given by
ds2 = −
(
1− 2M
r
)
dt2 +
(
1− 2M
r
)−1
dr2 + r
(
r − Q
2
M
)
(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2),
(3.2)
where Q is related to the magnetic and electric charges defined by
Fθφ = Q sin θ, Ftr =
Qe4φ
r2
, (3.3)
respectively. Moreover, they have the relation with the dilaton as
e−2φ = 1− Q
2
Mr
, e−2φ = 1 +
Q2
Mr
(3.4)
for the magnetically and electrically charged black holes, respectively. This
charged case seems to the string analog of the RN spacetime.
However, this (3+1)-dimensional curved spacetime (3.2) can be embedded
into a (5+1)-dimensional Minkowskian spacetime
ds2 = ηIJz
IzJ (3.5)
with a flat metric ηIJ = diag(−1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1), similar to the Schwarzschild
spacetime in contrast to the RN case. Here, the (5+1)-dimensional Minkowskian
spacetime is explicitly given by the transformations
z0 =
1
kH
√
1− 2M
r
sinh(kHt), (3.6)
z1 =
1
kH
√
1− 2M
r
cosh(kHt), (3.7)
z2 =
∫
dr
√√√√√2M(r2 + 2Mr + 4M2)
r3
+
Q2
4M
1
r
− 1
r − Q2
M
, (3.8)
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z3 =
√√√√r (r − Q2
M
)
sin θ cosφ, (3.9)
z4 =
√√√√r (r − Q2
M
)
sin θ sinφ, (3.10)
z5 =
√√√√r (r − Q2
M
)
cos θ, (3.11)
which reduce to the transformations (2.3)-(2.8) in the Q→ 0 limit. However,
they are very different from the embeddings of the RN spacetime (2.19)-(2.25).
Note here that kH(=
1
4M
) is the surface gravity and the event horizon rH is
given by 2M as like the Schwarzschild case. However, the area of the two
sphere of constant t and r is smaller than the Schwarzschild one due to the
presence of the dilaton.
Now, for an uniformly accelerating observer, the a6-acceleration is given
by
a6 =
1
4M
√
1− 2M
r
. (3.12)
Then, the fiducial temperature corresponding to the Unruh one is simply writ-
ten
TFID =
1
8piM
√
1− 2M
r
. (3.13)
As results, we see that these are the same with the ones of the Schwarzschild
spacetimes (2.10). Moreover, it is independent of the charge Q.
On the other hand, making use of the orbit equations (2.13) with f(r) =
1− 2M
r
, we can obtain the a˜6 acceleration for a freely falling observer given by
(a˜6)
2 =
r3 + 2Mr2 + 4M2r + 8M3
16M2r3
, (3.14)
which is exactly the same with the 6-acceleration (2.14) for the freely falling
observer in the Schwarzschild spacetime. As a result, we have the same local
Unruh temperature TFFAR (2.16) for the freely fall observer at rest.
In this respect, we know that even though the transformations of the em-
bedding coordinates are differently given due to the charge of the GMGHS
spacetime in the Einstein frame, it does not have any affects on the accelera-
tions and the corresponding Unruh/free-fall temperatures.
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4 GMGHS spacetime in string frame
In the string frame, the GMGHS action is described by
S =
∫
d4x
√−ge−2φ
(
R + 4(∇φ)2 − FµνF µν
)
, (4.1)
which is related to the action (3.1) in the Einstein frame through the conformal
transformation of gSµν = e
2φgEµν .
4.1 Magnetically charged solution
Now, let us study the magnetically charged GMGHS solution in the string
frame, which is given by
ds2 = −
(
1− 2M
r
)
(
1− Q2
Mr
)dt2 + dr2(
1− 2M
r
) (
1− Q2
Mr
) + r2(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2). (4.2)
The (3+1)-dimensional curved spacetime can be embedded in a (5+2)-dimensional
Minkowskian spacetime
ds2 = ηIJz
IzJ (4.3)
with a metric ηIJ = diag(−1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1,−1). The transformations are
z0 =
1
kH
√√√√1− 2Mr
1− Q2
Mr
sinh(kHt), (4.4)
z1 =
1
kH
√√√√1− 2Mr
1− Q2
Mr
cosh(kHt), (4.5)
z2 =
∫
dr
√√√√ 2Mr + 4M2r2 + 8M3r3 + Q2Mr + 2Q4Mr3 + Q6M3r3
(1− Q2
Mr
)3
, (4.6)
z3 = r sin θ cosφ, (4.7)
z4 = r sin θ sinφ, (4.8)
z5 = r cos θ, (4.9)
z6 =
∫
dr
√√√√ 4Q2r2 (1 + 2Mr + Q22M2 )
(1− Q2
Mr
)3
. (4.10)
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Changing the frame from the Einstein to the string makes different the embed-
dings of the GMGHS spacetimes. Note that kH(=
1
4M
) is the surface gravity
and the event horizon rmH is also 2M as like the Schwarzschild case.
The a7-acceleration for an uniformly accelerating observer is given by
a7 =
1
4M
√√√√1− Q2Mr
1− 2M
r
. (4.11)
Then, the fiducial temperature is given by
TFID =
1
8piM
√√√√1− Q2Mr
1− 2M
r
. (4.12)
This becomes the Hawking temperature TH at the asymptotic infinity, as ex-
pected.
On the other hand, for the case of the magnetically charged solution (4.2),
we have orbit equations as
dt
dτ
=
 1− 2Mr0
1− Q2
Mr0
1/21− Q2Mr
1− 2M
r
 ,
dr
dτ
= −
−(1− 2M
r
)(
1− Q
2
Mr
)
+
(
1− Q
2
Mr
)2 1− 2Mr0
1− Q2
Mr0
1/2 ,
(4.13)
which can be used to get the a˜7 acceleration for a freely falling observer given
by
(a˜7)
2 =
1 + 2M
r
+ 4M
2
r2
+ 8M
3
r3
− 2Q2
Mr
(
1 + 2M
r
+ 4M
2
r2
)
+ Q
4
M2r2
(
1 + 2M
r
)
16M2
(
1− Q2
Mr
) .(4.14)
As a result, we have the local free-fall temperature for the freely falling observer
at rest as
TFFAR =
a˜7
2pi
. (4.15)
At the asymptotic infinity, the local free-fall temperature becomes the Hawk-
ing temperature TH . Note also that the local free-fall temperature in the string
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frame depends on the charge, while the local free-fall temperature in the Ein-
stein frame does not. Moreover, when Q→ 0, the temperature (4.15) reduces
to the local free-fall temperature (2.16) for the Schwarzschild spacetime. At
the event horizon, the local free-fall temperature remains finite as
TFFAR =
√
1− Q2
2M2
4piM
, (4.16)
while the fiducial temperature (4.12) diverges. It also depends on the charge,
and has lower temperature, compared with the temperatures of TFFAR = 2TH
in the Einstein frame and for the Schwarzschild spacetime.
On the other hand, in the extremal limit of 2M2 = Q2, the local free-fall
temperature becomes
TFFAR =
1
8piM
(4.17)
so that the local free-fall temperature for the extremal black hole appears to
be constant, depending on the mass of the black hole, for the freely falling
observer.
4.2 Electrically charged solution
The electrically charged GMGHS solution in the string frame is given by
ds2 = −
(
1 + Q
2−2M2
Mr
)
(
1 + Q
2
Mr
)2 dt2 + dr2(
1 + Q
2−2M2
Mr
) + r2(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2). (4.18)
This spacetime can be also embedded in a (5+2)-dimensional Minkowskian
spacetime
ds2 = ηIJz
IzJ (4.19)
with a metric ηIJ = diag(−1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1,−1). The transformations are
z0 =
1
kH
√
1 + Q
2−2M2
Mr(
1 + Q
2
Mr
) sinh(kHt), (4.20)
z1 =
1
kH
√
1 + Q
2−2M2
Mr(
1 + Q
2
Mr
) cosh(kHt), (4.21)
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z2 =
∫
dr
√
2M
r
[
1 + 2M
r
+ 4M
2
r2
+ Q
2
Mr
(
2 + 2M
r
+ Q
2
Mr
+ 4MQ
2
r3
)]
(
1 + Q
2
Mr
)2 , (4.22)
z3 = r sin θ cos φ, (4.23)
z4 = r sin θ sin φ, (4.24)
z5 = r cos θ, (4.25)
z6 =
∫
dr
√
Q2
Mr
[
1 + 16M
3
r3
+ Q
2
Mr
(
3 + 4M
2
r2
+ 3Q
2
Mr
+ 4MQ
2
r3
+ Q
4
M2r2
)]
(
1 + Q
2
Mr
)2 .
(4.26)
Note that kH(=
1
4M
) is the surface gravity and the event horizon reH is given
by 2M − Q2/M , which is shifted from 2M by Q2/M as compared with the
event horizon rmH of the magnetically charged solution.
The a7-acceleration for an uniformly accelerating observer is given by
a7 =
1 + Q
2
Mr
4M
√
1 + Q
2−2M2
Mr
, (4.27)
and thus the fiducial temperature is
TFID =
1 + Q
2
Mr
8piM
√
1 + Q
2−2M2
Mr
. (4.28)
On the other hand, for the case of the electrically charged solution (4.18),
we have orbit equations as
dt
dτ
=
(
1 + Q
2−2M2
Mr0
)1/2(
1 + Q
2
Mr0
)
(
1 + Q
2
Mr
)2(
1 + Q
2−2M2
Mr
) ,
dr
dτ
= −
−(1 + Q2 − 2M2
Mr
)
+
(
1 +
Q2
Mr
)2 (1 + Q2−2M2
Mr0
)
(
1 + Q
2
Mr0
)2

1/2
,
(4.29)
which can be used to get the a˜7 acceleration for a freely falling observer given
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by
(a˜7)
2 =
he(r,M,Q)
16M2
(
1 + Q
2
Mr
)2 , (4.30)
where
he(r,M,Q) =
[(
1 +
2M
r
+
4M2
r2
+
8M3
r3
)
+
Q2
2M
(
3 +
4M
r
+
4M2
r2
)
+
Q4
4M2
(
3 +
2M
r
+
8M3
r3
+
Q2
Mr
)]
− 4M
2Q2
r3
(
2 +
Q2
2M2
+
Q4
2Mr3
)
.
(4.31)
As a result, we have the local free-fall temperature for a freely falling observer
at rest as
TFFAR =
a˜7
2pi
(4.32)
At the asymptotic infinity the local free-fall temperature again becomes the
Hawking temperature TH . Note that when Q → 0, the local FFAR temper-
ature (4.32) reduces exactly again to the local free-fall temperature (2.16) for
the Schwarzschild spacetime. At the event horizon, the local free-fall temper-
ature also remains finite as
TFFAR =
√
1− 3Q2
4M2
4piM
(
1− Q2
2M2
) , (4.33)
while the fiducial temperature (4.28) diverges.
On the other hand, in the extremal limit of 2M2 = Q2, it becomes
TFFAR =
1
8piM
√
1 + 8M
r
+ 24M
2
r2
+ 32M
3
r3
− 48M4
r4(
1 + 2M
r
) . (4.34)
This contrasts with the magnetically charged extremal TFFAR in Eq. (4.17),
which is independent of r, while the electrically charged extremal TFFAR is a
function of r. However, as r →∞, the temperature TFFAR becomes the same
as the local free-fall temperature TFFAR (4.17) for the magnetically charge
solution.
In short, we have plotted in Fig. 1 the local temperatures TFID measured by
the fiducial observers for the nonextremal GMGHS spacetime. All the fiducial
12
rH
e rH
m
0 2 4 6 8 10
r
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
TFID
Figure 1: The local temperatures TFID measured by a fiducial observer for the
nonextremal GMGHS spacetime with M = 1, Q = 1: the solid line for the
solution in Einstein frame, the dotted line for magnetically charged solution
in string frame, and the dashed line for electrically charged solution in string
frame.
rH
mrH
e
0 2 4 6 8 10
r
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
TFFARTH
Figure 2: The local temperatures TFFAR and TFID for the nonextremal GMGHS
spacetime with M = 1, Q = 1: the solid line for the solution in Einstein
frame, the dotted line for magnetically charged solution in string frame, and
the dashed line for electrically charged solution in string frame.
temperatures show the same behaviors that they blow up near the event hori-
zons and become the Hawking temperatures at asymptotic infinities. On the
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other hand, Fig. 2 shows that the local free-fall temperatures obtained in the
string frames as well as in Einstein Einstein frame remain finite at the event
horizons. Note that in the Einstein frame, the temperature is independent of
the charge, while in the string frames the temperature depends on the charge
so that the temperature differs between the two frames.
5 Conclusions
In this paper, we have obtained the (5+1)/(5+2)-dimensional global flat em-
beddings of the GMGHS spacetime according to the Einstein/string frames.
In the Einstein frame, we need the (5+1)-dimensional embedding, which is
similar to the embedding of the Schwarzschild spacetime. In some sense, it is
expected since the metric is identical to the Schwarzschild black hole metric
in the (t − r) plane and thus the casual structure is the same. However, by
changing the Einstein frame to the string frame, we have shown that regardless
of the type of the charges the global flat embeddings of the GMGHS spacetime
are needed one more time dimension as like the RN spacetime. In this respect,
the GEMS of the GMGHS spacetime in the string frame is more like the ones
of the RN spacetime.
We have also found the Unruh/fiducial temperatures in each frame and
their corresponding Hawking temperatures. Moreover, by finding local free-fall
temperatures for the freely falling observers, we have shown that the local free-
fall temperature in the Einstein frame as well as in the string frame remains
finite at the event horizon, while the Unruh/fiducial temperature is divergent.
On the other hand, regardless of the frames, all the temperatures are reduced
to the Hawking temperature TH at infinity.
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